Fun Industries Inc.
G100E Grabber Table Top
Operation Instructions
*NOTE: If using this machine for a raffle box or lead generator see page 3
1. Remove all protective film from machine walls and decals.
2. Unlock and remove the machine lid. Remove the rotating beacon box and fill machine with 75100 wrinkled bills. (We recommend inserting an anti-static fabric sheet with the money to help keep the
bills from sticking to the lexan walls. Simply remove the sheet when a participant is involved.) Then
reattach and lock the lid.
3. Attach the rotating beacon to the Velcro on the lid and plug it into the receptacle labeled
“beacon” at the top of the machine.
4. Plug the power cord in and flip power switch to the desired position. One position allows the
operator to use the “Start” button to run the blower in 10 second timed cycles and the opposite
position allows the unit to run constantly for display purposes.
5. Unlock and remove the arm tube cover. Allow the participant to place their arms through the
tubes. Once ready, push the start button and the participant will be allowed to catch and hang onto
as many bills as they can in 10 seconds. Once the blower stops, they must remove their winnings
through the arm tubes. We recommend the participant only put their arms in the machine once.
Note: This machine has been preset at the factory to blow for approximately 10 seconds. You may
adjust this time by opening the control door on the side of the unit and turning the screw located on
the timer. It can be set to run between 3 and 60 seconds. See enclosed wiring diagram for details.

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS

RAFFLE BOX OR LEAD GENERATOR
INSTRUCTIONS

This machine can also be used for collecting and mixing raffle tickets or entry forms for
lead generation or prize drawings. Simply follow the directions from page 1 with the
exception of inserting prizes. A decal has been provided to be placed on the arm tube
locking plate defining where to insert tickets or forms. The blower may be used to mix
these pieces and a participant will be required to draw the winning names/numbers from
the machine. See the illustration below for attaching the decal to the tube plate.

FUN INDUSTRIES INC.
NEW MACHINE WARRANTY
Money Machines
TERM: 120 days from invoice date. (Optional renewal thereafter)
PHONE SUPPORT: Unlimited
COMPONENT SUPPORT: All electronic components including wiring harnesses, buttons, switches,
transformers, digital timers, electronic eyes, solenoids and printed circuit boards; as well as the blower
assembly to include the fan and motor components will all be supported during the term of this agreement.
Any failure that identifies one of the covered components will result in replacement or repair of the affected
items. Installation of the replaced items is by customer’s technician with phone support by FUN.
EXCLUSIONS: Warranty does not include normal wear and tear items. Light bulbs, light ropes, frame
components, cabinets, glass, polycarbonate, wheels, casters, paint or finish or return freight unless failure is
the result of a manufacturing defect. Also excluded is any damage resulting from moving, shipping, water
damage, and outdoor use not typically associated with promotional locations. All message boards,
amplifiers, and microphones are cover by the original manufacturer, please send in your warranty card.
RETURN PARTS POLICY: All customers must call for pre-authorization of returned parts. Warranty
parts will not be exchanged until defective parts have been returned to Fun Industries unless an account has
been secured with a credit card assuring the replacement price of any unreturned components. It is the
responsibility of all customers to prepay shipping charges back to Fun Industries. Fun Industries will be
responsible for return ground UPS charges on replacement of parts. Premium freight requested for
expedited shipments is available at customers option.
RENEWAL: FUN will invoice for an Extended One Year Warranty 30 days in advance of expiration, that
when accepted and paid will renew this warranty (see renewable warranty).
EXPIRATION: After 30 days of nonrenewal due to failure to receive payment of a renewal invoice, the
machine may be required to submit to an inspection at Fun’s East Moline, IL facility prior to subsequent
renewal. Round trip freight charges for the inspection become the responsibility of the customer.
MINIMUM CONDITIONS: Customer agrees to use only grounded 120/240V receptacles within 10 foot
of the machine, or a minimum 12 gauge grounded extension cord not exceeding 100 feet. Alternative
power situations can be discussed with FUN’s specific approval.
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